Notes From the Editors

The editorial team at *The Political Methodologist* is proud to present this special issue on peer review! In this issue, eight political scientists comment on their experiences as authors, reviewers, and/or editors dealing with the scientific peer review process and (in some cases) offer suggestions to improve that process. Our contributions come from authors at very different levels of rank and subfield specialization in the discipline and consequently represent a diversity of viewpoints within political methodology.

Additionally, some of the contributors to this issue will participate in an online roundtable discussion on March 18th at 12:00 noon (Eastern time) as a part of the International Methods Colloquium. If you want to add your voice to this discussion, we encourage you to join the roundtable audience! Participation in the roundtable discussion is free and open to anyone around the world (with internet access and a PC or Macintosh). Visit the IMC registration page linked here to register to participate or visit [www.methodscolloquium.com](http://www.methodscolloquium.com) for more details.

The initial stimulus for this special issue came from a discussion of the peer review process among political scientists on Twitter, and the editorial team is always open to ideas for new special issues on topics of importance to the methods community. If you have an idea for a special issue (from social media or elsewhere), feel free to let us know! We believe that special issues are a great way to encourage discussion among political scientists and garner attention for new ideas in the discipline.

The Editors
Introduction to the Special Issue: Acceptance Rates and the Aesthetics of Peer Review

Justin Esarey
Rice University justin@justinesarey.com

Based on the contributions to The Political Methodologist’s special issue on peer review, it seems that many political scientists are not happy with the kind of feedback they receive from the peer review process. A theme seems to be that reviewers focus less on the scientific merits of a piece – viz., what can be learned from the evidence offered – and more on whether the piece is to the reviewer’s taste in terms of questions asked and methodologies employed. While I agree that this feedback is unhelpful and undesirable, I am also concerned that it is a fundamental feature of the way our peer review system works. More specifically, I believe that a system of journals with prestige tiers enforced by extreme selectivity creates a review system where scientific soundness is a necessary but far from sufficient criteria for publication, meaning that fundamentally aesthetic and sociological factors ultimately determine what gets published and inform the content of our reviews.

As Brendan Nyhan says, “authors frequently despair not just about timeliness of the reviews they receive but their focus.” Nyhan seeks to improve the focus of reviews by offering a checklist of questions that reviewers should answer as a part of their reviews (omitting those questions that, presumably, they should not seek to answer). These questions revolve around ensuring that evidence offered is consistent with conclusions (“Does the author control for or condition on variables that could be affected by the treatment of interest?”) and that statistical inferences are unlikely to be spurious (“Are any subgroup analyses adequately powered and clearly motivated by theory rather than data mining?”).

The other contributors express opinions in sync with Nyhan’s point of view. For example, Tom Pepinsky says “I strive to be indifferent to concerns of the type ‘if this manuscript is published, then people will work on this topic or adopt this methodology, even if I think it is boring or misleading?’ Instead, I try to focus on questions like ‘is this manuscript accomplishing what it sets out to accomplish?’ and ‘are there ways to my comments can make it better?’ My goal is to judge the manuscript on its own terms.”

Relatively, Sara Mitchell argues that reviewers should focus on “criticisms internal to the project rather than moving to a purely external critique.” This is explored more fully in the piece by Krupnikov and Levine where they argue that simply writing “external validity concern!” next to any laboratory experiment hardly addresses whether the article’s evidence actually answers the questions offered; in a way, the attitude they criticize comes uncomfortably close to arguing that any question that can be answered using laboratory experiments doesn’t deserve to be asked, ipso facto.

My own perspective on what a peer review ought to be has changed during my career. Like Tom Pepinsky, I once thought my job was to “protect” the discipline from “bad research” (whatever that means). Now, I believe that a peer review ought to answer just one question: What can we learn from this article?

Specifically, I think that every sentence in a review ought to be:

1. a factual statement about what the author believes can be learned from his/her research, or
2. a factual statement of what the reviewer thinks actually can be learned from the author’s research, or
3. an argument about why something in particular can (or cannot) be learned from the author’s research, supported by evidence.

This feedback helps an editor learn what marginal contribution that the submitted paper makes to our understanding, informing his/her judgment for publication. It also helps the author understand what s/he is communicating in his/her piece and whether claims must be trimmed or hedged to ensure congruence with the offered evidence (or more evidence must be offered to support claims that are central to the article).

Things that I think shouldn’t be addressed in a review include:

1. whether the reviewer thinks the contribution is sufficiently important to be published in the journal
2. whether the reviewer thinks other questions ought to have been asked and answered
3. whether the reviewer believes that an alternative methodology would have been able to answer different or better questions
4. whether the paper comprehensively reviews extant literature on the subject (unless the paper defines itself as a literature review)

In particular, I think that the editor is the person in the most appropriate position to decide whether the contribution is sufficiently important for publication, as that is a part of his/her job; I also think that such a decision should

\[1\] Our snarkier readers may be thinking that this question can be answered in just one word for many papers they review: “nothing.” I cannot exclude that possibility, though it is inconsistent with my own experience as a reviewer. I would say that, if a reviewer believed nothing can be learned from a paper, I would hope that the reviewer would provide feedback that is lengthy and detailed enough to justify that conclusion.
be made (whenever possible) by the editorial staff before reviews are solicited. (Indeed, in another article (Esarey N.d.) I offer simulation evidence that this system actually produces better journal content, as evaluated by the overall population of political scientists, compared to a more reviewer-focused decision procedure.) Alternatively, the importance of a publication could be decided by the discipline at large, as expressed in readership and citation rates, and not by one editor (or a small number of anonymous reviewers); such a system is certainly conceivable in the post-scarcity publication environment created by online publishing.

Of course, as our suite of contributions to The Political Methodologist makes clear, most of us do not receive reviews that are focused narrowly on the issues that I have outlined. Naturally, this is a frustrating experience. I think it is particularly trying to read a review that says something like, “this paper makes a sound scientific contribution to knowledge, but that contribution is not important enough to be published in journal X.” It is annoying precisely because the review acknowledges that the paper isn’t flawed, but simply isn’t to the reviewer’s taste. It is the academic equivalent of being told that the reviewer is “just not that into you.” It is a fundamentally unactionable criticism.

Unfortunately, I believe that authors are likely to receive more, not less, of such feedback in the future regardless of what I or anyone else may think. The reason is that journal acceptance rates are so low, and the proportion of manuscripts that make sound contributions to knowledge is so high, that other criteria must necessarily be used to select from those papers which will be published from the set of those that could credibly be published.

Consider that in 2014, the American Journal of Political Science accepted only 9.6% of submitted manuscripts (Jacoby et al. 2015) and International Studies Quarterly accepted about 14% (Nexon 2016). The trend is typically downward: at Political Research Quarterly (Clayton et al. 2011), acceptance rates fell by 1/3 between 2006 and 2011 (to just under 12 percent acceptance in 2011). I speculate that far more than 10-14% of the manuscripts received by AJPS, ISQ, and PRQ were scientifically sound contributions to political science that could have easily been published in those journals – at least this is what editors tend to write in their rejection letters!

When (let us say, for argument’s sake) 25% of submitted articles are scientifically sound but journal acceptance rates are less than half that value, it is essentially required that editors (and, by extension, reviewers) must choose on criteria other than soundness when selecting articles for publication. It is natural that the slippery and socially-constructed criterion of “importance” in its many guises would come to the fore in such an environment. Did the paper address questions you think are the most “interesting”? Did the paper use what you believe are the most “cutting edge” methodologies? “Interesting” questions and “cutting edge” methodologies are aesthetic judgments, at least in part, and defined relative to a group of people making these aesthetic judgments. Consequently, I fear that the peer review process must become as much a function of sociology as of science because of the increasingly competitive nature of journal publication. Insomuch that I am correct, I think would prefer that these aesthetic judgments come from the discipline at large (as embodied in readership rates and citations) and not from two or three anonymous colleagues.

Still, as long as there are tiers of journal prestige and these tiers are a function of selectivity, I would guess that the power of aesthetic criteria to influence the peer review process has to persist. Indeed, I speculate that the proportion of sound contributions in the submission pool is trending upward because of the intensive focus of many PhD programs on rigorous research design training and the ever-increasing requirements of tenure and promotion committees. At the very least, the number of submissions is going up (from 134 in 2001 to 478 in 2014 at ISQ), so even if quality is stable selectivity must rise if the number of journal pages stays constant. Consequently, I fear that a currently frustrating situation is likely to get worse over time, with articles being selected for publication in the most prominent journals of our discipline on progressively more whimsical criteria.

What can be done? At the least, I think we can recognize that the “tiers” of journal prestige do not necessarily mean what they might have used to in terms of scientific quality or even interest to a broad community of political scientists and policy makers. Beyond this, I am not sure. Perhaps a system that rewards authors more for citation rates and less for the “prestige” of the publication outlet might help. But undoubtedly these systems would also have unanticipated and undesirable properties, and it remains to be seen whether they would truly improve scholarly satisfaction with the peer review system.
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The problems with peer review are increasingly recognized across the scientific community. Failures to provide timely reviews often lead to interminable delays for authors, especially when editors force authors to endure multiple rounds of review (e.g., Smith 2014). Other scholars simply refuse to contribute reviews of their own, which recently prompted the AJPS editor to propose a rule stating that he “reserves the right to refuse submissions from authors who repeatedly fail to provide reviews for the Journal when invited to do so” (Jacoby 2015).

Concerns over delays in the publication process have prompted a series of proposals intended to improve the peer review system. Diana Mutz and I recently outlined how frequent flier-type systems might improve on the status quo by rewarding scholars who provide rapid, high-quality reviews (Mutz 2015; Nyhan 2015). Similarly, Chetty, Saez, and Sándor (2014) report favorable results from an experiment testing the effects of requesting reviews on shorter timelines, promising to publish reviewer turnaround times, and offering financial incentives.

While these efforts are worthy, their primary goal is to speed the review process and reduce the frequency that scholars decline to participate rather than to improve the reviews that journals receive. However, there are also reasons for concern about the value of the content of reviews under the status quo, especially given heterogeneous definitions of quality among reviewers. Esarey (N.d.), for instance, uses simulations to show that it is unclear to what extent (if at all) reviews help select the best articles. Similarly, Price (2014) found only modest overlap in the papers selected for a computer science conference when they were assigned to two sets of reviewers (see also Mahoney 1977).

More generally, authors frequently despair not just about timeliness of the reviews they receive but their focus. Researchers often report that reviewers focus on the way that articles are framed (e.g., Cohen 2015; Lindner 2015). These anecdotes are consistent with the findings of Goodman et al. (1994), who estimate that three of the five areas where medical manuscripts showed statistically significant improvements in quality after peer review were related to framing (“discussion of limitations,” “acknowledgement and justification of generalizations,” and “appropriateness of the strength or tone of the conclusions”). While sometimes valuable, these suggestions are largely aesthetic and can often bloat published articles, especially in social science journals with higher word limits. Useful suggestions for improving measurement or statistical analyses are seemingly more rare. One study found, for instance, that authors were most likely to cite their discussion sections as having been improved by peer review; methodology and statistics were much less likely to be cited (Mulligan, Hall, and Raphael 2013).

Why not try to shift the focus of reviews in a more valuable direction? I propose that journals try to nudge reviewers to focus on areas where they can most effectively improve the scientific quality of the manuscript under consideration using checklists, which are being adopted in medicine after widespread use in aviation and other fields (e.g., Haynes et al. 2009; Gawande 2009). In this case, reviewers would be asked to check off a set of yes or no items indicating that they had assessed whether both the manuscript and their review meet a set of specific standards before their review would be complete. (Any yes answers would prompt the journal website to ask the reviewer to elaborate further.) This process could help bring the quality standards of reviews into closer alignment.

The checklist items listed below have two main goals. First, they seek to reduce the disproportionate focus on framing, minimize demands on authors to include reviewer-appeasing citations, and deter unreasonable reviewer requests. Second, the content of the checklists seeks to cue reviewers to identify and correct recurring statistical errors and to also remind them to avoid introducing such mistakes in their own feedback. Though this process might add a bit more time to the review process, the resulting improvement in review quality could be significant.

Manuscript checklist:

- Does the author properly interpret any interaction terms and include the necessary interactions to test differences in relationships between subsamples? (Brambor, Clark, and Golder 2006)
- Does the author interpret a null finding as evidence that the true effect equals 0 or otherwise misinterpret p-values and/or confidence intervals? (Gill 1999)
• Does the author provide their questionnaire and any other materials necessary to replicate the study in an appendix?
• Does the author use causal language to describe a correlational finding?
• Does the author specify the assumptions necessary to interpret their findings as causal?
• Does the author properly specify and test a mediation model if one is proposed using current best practices? (Imai, Keele, and Tingley 2010)
• Does the author control for or condition on variables that could be affected by the treatment of interest? (Rosenbaum 1984; Elwert and Winship 2014)
• Does the author have sufficient statistical power to test the hypothesis of interest reliably? (Simmons 2014)
• Are any subgroup analyses adequately powered and clearly motivated by theory rather than data mining?

Review checklist:

• Did you request that a control variable be included in a statistical model without specifying how it would confound the author’s proposed causal inference?
• Did you request any sample restrictions or control variables that would induce post-treatment bias? (Rosenbaum 2014; Elwert and Winship 2014)
• Did you request a citation to or discussion of an article without explaining why it is essential to the author’s argument?
• Could the author’s literature review be shortened? Please justify specifically why any additions are required and note areas where corresponding reductions could be made elsewhere.
• Are your comments about the article’s framing relevant to the scientific validity of the paper? How specifically?
• Did you request a replication study? Why is one necessary given the costs to the author?
• Does your review include any unnecessary or ad hominem criticism of the author?
• If you are concerned about whether the sample is sufficiently general or representative, did you provide specific reasons why the author’s results would not generalize and/or propose a feasible design that would overcome these limitations? (Druckman and Kam 2011; Aronow and Samii 2015)
• Do your comments penalize the authors in any way for null findings or suggest ways they can find a significant relationship?
• If your review is positive, did you explain the contributions of the article and the reasons you think it is worthy of publication in sufficient detail? (Nexon 2015)
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Introduction

Peer review is an essential part of the modern scientific process. Sending manuscripts for others to scrutinize is such a widespread practice in academia that its importance cannot be overstated. Since the late eighteenth century, when the Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society pioneered editorial review, virtually every scholarly outlet has adopted some sort of pre-publication assessment of received works. Although the specifics may vary, the procedure has remained largely the same since its inception: submit, receive anonymous criticism, revise, restart the process if required. A recent survey of APSA members indicates that political scientists overwhelmingly believe in the value of peer review (95%) and the vast majority of them (80%) think peer review is a useful tool to keep themselves up to date with cutting-edge research (Djupe 2015, 349). But do these figures suggest that journal editors can rest upon their laurels and leave the system as it is?

Several authors affirm that the first publication to implement a peer review system similar to what we have today was the Medical Essays and Observations, edited by the Royal Society of Edinburgh 1731 (Fitzpatrick 2011; Kronick 1990; Lee et al. 2013). However, the current format of “one editor and two referees” is surprisingly recent and was adopted only after the Second World War (Rowland 2002; Weller 2001, 3-8). An early predecessor to peer review was the Arab physician Ishaq ibn Ali Al-Ruhawi (CE 854 – 931), who argued that physicians should have their notes evaluated by their peers and, eventually, be sued if the reviews were unfavorable (Speier 2002, 357). Fortunately, his last recommendation has not been strictly enforced in our times.
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1Several authors affirm that the first publication to implement a peer review system similar to what we have today was the Medical Essays and Observations, edited by the Royal Society of Edinburgh 1731 (Fitzpatrick 2011; Kronick 1990; Lee et al. 2013). However, the current format of “one editor and two referees” is surprisingly recent and was adopted only after the Second World War (Rowland 2002; Weller 2001, 3-8). An early predecessor to peer review was the Arab physician Ishaq ibn Ali Al-Ruhawi (CE 854 – 931), who argued that physicians should have their notes evaluated by their peers and, eventually, be sued if the reviews were unfavorable (Speier 2002, 357). Fortunately, his last recommendation has not been strictly enforced in our times.
Not quite. A number of studies have been written about the shortcomings of peer review. The system has been criticized for being too slow (Ware 2008), conservative (Eisenhart 2002), inconsistent (Smith 2006; Hojjat, Gonnella, and Caelleigh 2003), nepotist (Sandström and Hällsten 2008), biased against women (Wenneräs and Wold 1997), affiliation (Peters and Ceci 1982), nationality (Ernst and Kienbacher 1991) and language (Ross et al. 2006). These complaints have fostered interesting academic debates (e.g. Meadows 1998; Weller 2001), but thus far the literature offers little practical advice on how to tackle peer review problems. One often overlooked aspect in these discussions is how to provide incentives for reviewers to write well-balanced reports. On the one hand, it is not uncommon for reviewers to feel that their work is burdensome and not properly acknowledged. Further, due to the anonymous nature of the reviewing process itself, it is impossible to give the referee proper credit for a constructive report. On the other hand, the reviewers’ right to full anonymity may lead to sub-optimal outcomes as referees can rarely be held accountable for being judgemental (Fabiotto 1994).

In this short article, I argue that open peer review can address these issues in a variety of ways. Open peer review consists in requiring referees to sign their reports and requesting editors to publish the reviews alongside the final manuscripts (DeCoursey 2006). Additionally, I suggest that political scientists would benefit from using an existing, or creating a dedicated, online repository to store referee reports relevant to the discipline. Although these ideas have long been implemented in the natural sciences (DeCoursey 2006; Ford 2013; Ford 2015; Greaves et al. 2006; Pöschl 2012), the pros and cons of open peer review have rarely been discussed in our field. As I point out below, open peer reviews should be the norm in the social sciences for numerous reasons. Open peer review provides context to published manuscripts, encourages post-publication discussion and, most importantly, makes the whole editorial process more transparent. Public reports have important pedagogical benefits, offering students a first-hand experience of what are the best reviewing practices in their field. Finally, open peer review not only allows referees to showcase their expert knowledge, but also creates an additional incentive for scholars to write timely and thoughtful critiques. Since online storage costs are currently low and Digital Object Identifiers (DOI) are easy to obtain, the ideas proposed here are feasible and can be promptly implemented.

In the next section, I present the argument for an open peer review system in further detail. I comment on some of the questions referees may have and why they should not be reticent to share their work. Then I show how scholars can use Publons, a startup company created for this purpose, to publicize their reviews. The last section offers some concluding remarks.

Opening Yet Another Black Box

Over the last few decades, political scientists have pushed for higher standards of reproducibility in the discipline. Possibilities to increase openness in the field have often sparked controversy but they have achieved considerable success in their task. In comparison to just a few years ago, data sets are widely available online open source software such as R and Python are increasingly popular in classrooms, and even version control has been making inroads into scholarly work (Gandrud 2013a; Gandrud 2013b; Jones 2013).

Open peer review (henceforth OPR) is largely in line with this trend towards a more transparent political science. Several definitions of OPR have been suggested, including more radical ones such as allowing anyone to write pre-publication reviews (crowdsourcing) or by fully replacing peer review with post-publication comments (Ford 2013). However, I believe that by adopting a narrow definition of OPR – only asking referees to sign their reports – we can better accommodate positive aspects of traditional peer review, such as author blinding, into an open framework. Hence, in this text OPR is understood as a reviewing method where both referee information and their reports are disclosed to the public, while the authors’ identities are not known to the reviewers before manuscript publication.

How exactly would OPR increase transparency in political science? As noted by a number of articles on the topic, OPR creates incentives for referees to write insightful reports, or at least it has no adverse impact over the quality of reviews (DeCoursey 2006; Godlee 2002; Groves 2010; Pöschl 2012; Shanahan and Olsen 2014). In a study that used randomized trials to assess the effect of OPR in the British Journal of Psychiatry, Walsh et al. (2000) show that “signed reviews were of higher quality, were more courteous and took longer to complete than unsigned reviews.” Similar results were reported by McNutt et al. (1990, 1374), who affirm that “editors graded signers as more constructive and courteous […] and authors graded signers as fairer.” In the same vein, Kowalczyk et al. (2013) measured the difference in review quality in BMC Microbiology and BMC Infectious Diseases and stated that signers received higher ratings for their feedback on methods and for the amount of evidence they mobilized to substantiate their decisions. Van Rooyen and her colleagues (1999; 2010) also ran two randomized studies on the subject, and although...
they did not find a major difference in perceived quality of both types of review, they reported that reviewers in the treatment group also took significantly more time to evaluate the manuscripts in comparison with the control group. They also note authors broadly favored the open system against closed peer review.

Another advantage of OPR is that it offers a clear way for referees to highlight their specialized knowledge. When reviews are signed, referees are able to receive credit for their important, yet virtually unsung, academic contributions. Instead of just having a rather vague “service to profession” section in their CVs, referees can precise information about the topics they are knowledgeable about and which sort of advice they are giving to prospective authors. Moreover, reports assigned a DOI number can be shared as any other piece of scholarly work, which leads to an increase in the body of knowledge of our discipline and a higher number of citations to referees. In this sense, signed reviews can also be useful for universities and funding bodies. It is an additional method to assess the expert knowledge of a prospective candidate. As supervising skills are somewhat difficult to measure, signed reviews are a good proxy for an applicant’s teaching abilities.

OPR provides background to manuscripts at the time of publication (Ford 2015; Lipworth et al. 2011). It is not uncommon for a manuscript to take months, or even years, to be published in a peer-reviewed journal. In the meantime, the text usually undergoes several major revisions, but readers rarely, if ever, see this trial-and-error approach in action. With public reviews, everyone would be able to track the changes made in the original manuscript and understand how the referees improved the text before its final version. Hence, OPR makes the scientific exchange clear, provides useful background information to manuscripts and fosters post-publication discussions by the readership at large.

Signed and public reviews are also important pedagogical tools. OPR gives a rare glimpse of how academic research is actually conducted, making explicit the usual need for multiple iterations between the authors and the editors before an article appears in print. Furthermore, OPR can fill some of the gap in peer-review training for graduate students. OPR allows junior scholars to compare different review styles, understand what the current empirical or theoretical puzzles of their discipline are, and engage in post-publication discussions about topics in which they are interested (Ford 2015; Lipworth et al. 2011).

One may question the importance of OPR by affirming, as does Khan (2010), that “open review can cause reviewers to blunt their opinions for fear of causing offence and so produce poorer reviews.” The problem would be particularly acute for junior scholars, who would refrain from offering honest criticism to senior faculty members due to fear of reprisals (Wendler and Miller 2014, 698). This argument, however, seems misguided. First, as noted above, thus far there is no empirical evidence that OPR is detrimental to the quality of reviews. Therefore, we can easily turn this criticism upside down and suggest it is not OPR that needs to justify itself, but rather the traditional system (Godlee 2002; Rennie 1998). Since closed peer reviews do not lead to higher-quality critiques, one may reasonably ask why should OPR not be widely implemented on ethical grounds alone. In addition, recent replication papers by young political scientists have been successful at pointing out mistakes in scholarly work of seasoned researchers (e.g. Bell and Miller 2015; Broockman, Kalla, and Aronow 2015; McNutt 2015). These replications have been specially helpful for graduate students building their careers (King 2006), and a priori there is no reason why insightful peer reviews could not have the same positive effect on a young scholar’s academic reputation.

A second criticism of OPR, closely related to the first, says it causes higher acceptance rates because reviewers become more lenient in their comments. While there is indeed some evidence that reviewers who opt for signed reports are slightly more likely to recommend publication (Walsh et al. 2000), the concern over excessive acceptance rates seems unfounded. First, higher acceptance can be a positive outcome if it reflects the difference between truly constructive reviews and overly zealous criticisms from the closed system (Fabiat0 1994, 1136). Moreover, if a manuscript is deemed relevant by editors and peers, there is no reason why it should not eventually be accepted. Further, if the reviews are made available, the whole publication process can be verified and contested if necessary. There is no need to be reticent about low-quality texts making the pages of flagship journals.

Implementation

Open peer reviews are intended to be public by design, thus it is important to devote some thought to the best ways to make report information available. Since a few science journals have already implemented variants of OPR, they are a natural starting point for our discussion. The BMJ follows a simple yet effective method to publicize its reports: all accompanying texts are available alongside the published article in a tab named “peer review.” The reader can access related reviews and additional materials without leaving the main text page, which is indeed convenient. Similar methods have also been adopted by open access journals such as
**F1000Research**[^1] and **Royal Society Open Science**[^2] Most publications let authors decide whether reviewing information should be available to the public. If a researcher does not feel comfortable sharing the comments they receive, he or she can opt out of OPR simply by notifying the editors. In the case of **BMJ** and **F1000Research**, however, OPR is mandatory.

In this regard, editors must weigh the pros and cons of making OPR compulsory. While OPR is to be encouraged for the reasons stated above, it is also crucial that authors and referees have a say in the final decision. The model adopted by the **Royal Society Open Science**, in turn, seems to strike the best balance between openness and privacy and could, in theory, be used as a template for political science journals. Their model allows for four possible scenarios: 1) if both author and referees agree to OPR, the review is made public 2) if only the referee agrees to OPR, his or her name is disclosed only to the author 3) if only the author agrees to OPR, the report is made public but the referee’s name is not disclosed to the author or the public 4) if neither the author or referees agree to OPR, the referee report is not made public and the author does not know the referees’ names.[^3] Their method leaves room for all parts to reach an agreement about the publication of complementary texts and yet favors the open system.

If journals do not want to modify their current page layouts, one idea is to make their referee reports available on a data repository modelled after Dataverse or figshare[^4]. This guarantees not only that reports are properly credited to the reviewers, but that any interested reader is able to access such reviews even without an institutional subscription. An online repository greatly simplifies the process of attributing a DOI number to any report at the point of publication and reviews can be easily shared and cited. In this model, journals would be free to choose between uploading the reports to an established repository or creating their own virtual services, akin to the several publication-exclusive dataverses that are already being used to store replication data. The same idea could be implemented by political science departments to illustrate the reviewing work of their faculty.

Since such large-scale changes may take some time to be achieved, referees can also publish their reports online individually if they believe in the merits of OPR. The startup **Publons**[^5] offers a handy platform for reviewers to store and share their work, either as member of an institution or independently. Publons is free to use and can be linked to an ORCID profile with only few clicks.[^6] For those concerned with privacy, reviewers retain total control over whatever they publish on Publons and no report is made public without explicit consent from all individuals involved in the publication process. More specifically, the referee must first ensure whether publicizing his or her review is in accordance with the journal policies and if the reviewed manuscript has already been either published in an academic journal and given a DOI. If these requirements are met, the report is made available online.

Publons also has a verification system for review records that allows referees to receive credit even if their full reports cannot be hosted on the website. For instance, reports for rejected manuscripts are not publicized in order to maintain the author’s privacy[^7] and editorial policies often request reviewers to keep their reports anonymous. Verified review receipts circumvent these problems[^8] First, the scholar forwards his or her review receipts (i.e. e-mails sent by journal editors) to Publons. The website checks the authenticity of the reports, either automatically or by contacting editors, and notifies the referees that their reports have been successfully verified. At that moment, reviewers are free to make this information public.

Finally, Publons can be used as a post-publication platform for scholars, where they can comment on a manuscript that has already appeared in a journal. Post-publication reviews are yet uncommon in political science, but they may offer a good chance for PhD students to underscore their knowledge of a given topic and enter Publons’ list of recommended reviewers. Since graduate students do not engage in traditional peer review as often as university professors, post-publication notes are one of the most effective ways for a junior researcher to join an ongoing academic debate.

### Discussion

In this article I have tried to highlight that open peer review is an important yet overlooked tool to improve scientific exchange. It ensures higher levels of trust and reliability in academia, makes conflicts of interest explicit, lends credibility to referee reports, gives credit to reviewers, and allows others to scrutinize every step of the publishing process. While some scholars have stressed the possible drawbacks of the signed review system, open peer reviews rest on strong empirical and ethical grounds. Evidence from other fields suggests that signed reviews have better quality than their unsigned counterparts. At the very least, they promote research transparency without reducing the average quality of reports.

Scholars willing to share their reports online are encour-

[^1]: http://rsos.royalsocietypublishing.org/content/open-peer-review-royal-society-open-science/ (February 1, 2016)
[^2]: http://figshare.com/ (February 1, 2016)
[^3]: http://publons.com/ (February 1, 2016)
[^4]: https://publons.com/about/reviews/#reviewers (February 1, 2016)
[^5]: https://publons.com/ (February 1, 2016)
[^6]: https://publons.com/about/reviews/#reviewers (February 1, 2016)
[^7]: https://publons.com/about/reviews/#reviewers (February 1, 2016)
aged to sign in to Publons and create an account. As I have also tried to show, there are several advantages for researchers who engage in the open system. As more scholars adopt signed reviewers, institutions may follow suit and support open peer reviews. The move towards more transparency in political science has increased the discipline’s credibility to their own members and the public at large; open peer review is a further step in that direction.
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Peer review – by which I mean the decision to publish research manuscripts based upon the anonymous critique of approximately three individuals – is a remarkably recent innovation. As a June, 2015 article in Times Higher Education makes clear, the content of scholarly journals has been historically decided almost entirely by the non-anonymous read of one known individual, namely the journal’s editor (Fyfe 2015). Indeed, even in the earliest “peer-reviewed” journal, Philosophical Transactions, review was conducted by something much closer to an editorial board than a broad, blind panel of scientific peers (Spier 2002, 357). Biagioli (2002) describes how early academic societies in 17th century England and France implemented review-like procedures less out of concern for scientific integrity than out of concern for their public credibility. Publishing questionable or objectionable content under the banner of their society was risky; publishing only papers from known members of the society or from authors who had been vetted by such members became policy early on (Bornmann 2013).

Despite these early peer reviewing institutions, major scientific journals retained complete discretionary editorial control well into the 20th century. Open science advocate Michael Nielsen highlights that there is only documentary evidence that one of Einstein’s papers was ever subject to modern-style peer review (Nielsen 2009). The journal Nature adopted a formal system of peer review only in 1967, Public Opinion Quarterly, as another example, initiated a peer review process only out of necessity in response to “impressive numbers of articles from contributors who were outside the old network and whose capabilities were not known to the editor” (Davison 1987, S8) and even then largely involved members of the editorial board.

While scholars are quick to differentiate a study “not yet peer reviewed” from one that has passed this invisible

1Campanario (1998a) and Campanario (1998b) provides an impressively comprehensive overview of the history and present state of peer review as an institution.
threshold, peer review is but one route to scientific credibility and not a particularly reliable method of enhancing scientific quality given its present institutionalization. In this article, I argue that peer review must be seen as part of a set of scientific practices largely intended to enhance the credibility of truth claims. As disciplines from political science to psychology to biomedicine to physics debate the reproducibility, transparency, replicability, and truth of their research literatures, we must find a proper place for peer review among a host of individual and disciplinary activities. Peer review should not be abandoned, but it must be reformed in order to retain value for contemporary science, particularly if it is also meant to improve the quality of science rather than simply the perception that scientific claims are credible.

The Multiple Routes to Credibility

As Skip Lupia and Colin Elman have argued, anyone in society can make knowledge claims (Lupia and Elman 2014). The sciences have no inherent privilege nor uncontested authority in this regard. Science, however, distinguishes itself through multiple forms of claimed credibility. Peer review is one such path to credibility. When mainstream scientists make claims, they do so with the provisional non-rejection of (hopefully) similarly or more able peers. Regardless of what peer review actually does to the content or quality of science, it collectivizes an otherwise individual activity, making claims appear more credible because once peer reviewed they carry the weight of the scientific societies orchestrating the review process.

Peer review as currently performed is essentially an outward-facing activity. It enhances the standing of scientific claims relative to claims made by others above and beyond the credibility lent simply by one being a scientist as opposed to someone else (Hovland and Weiss 1951; Pornpitakpan 2004). As such, peer review is not an essential aspect of science, but rather a valuable aspect of science communication. Were we principally concerned with the impact of peer review on scientific quality (as opposed to the appearance of scientific quality), we would (1) rightly acknowledge the informal peer review that almost all research is subject to (through presentation, informal conversation, and public discussion), (2) conduct peer review earlier and perhaps multiple times during the execution of the scientific method (rather than simply at its conclusion), and (3) subject all forms of public scientific claim-making (such as conference presentations, book publication, blog and social media posts, etc., which are only reviewed in some cases) to more rigorous, centralized peer review. These things we do not do because – as has always been the case – peer review is primarily about the protection of the credibility of the groups publishing research. If peer review were the only way of enhancing the credibility of knowledge claims, this slightly impotent system of post-analysis/pre-publication review might make sense, particularly if it had demonstrated value apart from its contribution to scientific credibility.

Yet, the capacity of peer review processes to enhance rather than diminish scientific quality is questionable, given how peer review introduces well-substantiated publication biases (Sterling 1959; Sterling, Rosenbaum, and Weinkam 1995; Gelman and Weakliem 2009), is highly unreliable and offers a meager barrier to scientific fraud (as political scientists know all too well).

Alternative yet complementary paths to credibility that are unique to science include the three other R’s: registration, reproducibility, and replication. Registration is the documentation of scientific projects prior to being conducted (Humphreys, Sanchez de la Sierra, and van der Windt 2013). Registration aims to avoid publication biases, in particular the “file drawer” problem (Rosenthal 1979). Registering and ideally pre-accepting such kernels of research provides a uniquely powerful way of combating publication biases. Registration indicates that research was worth doing regardless of what it finds and offers some partial guarantee that the results were not selected for their size or substance. The real advantage of registration will come when it is combined with processes of pre-implementation peer review (which I argue for below) because publications will be based on the degree to which they are interesting, novel, and valid without regard to the particular findings that result from that research. Pilot tests of such

---

2See both how 25-year-old debate in The Journal of the American Medical Association reporting on the First International Congress in Peer Review in Biomedical Publication (Lundberg 1990) and a recent debate in Nature (Nature’s peer review debate 2006) for an excellent set of perspectives on peer review.

3Though only one meta-analysis, a 2007 Cochrane Collaboration systematic review of studies of peer review found no evidence of impact of peer review on quality of biomedical publications (Jefferson et al. 2007). More anecdotally, Richard Smith, long-time editor of the British Medical Journal has repeatedly criticized peer review as irrelevant (Smith 2006) even to the point of arguing for its abolition (Smith 2015).

4Justin Esarey rightly points out that “peer review” is used here in the sense of a formal institution. One could argue that there is – and has always been – a peer reviewing market at work that comments on, critiques, and responds to scientific contributions. This is most visible in social media discussions of newly released research, but also in the discussant comments offered at conferences, and in the informal conversations had between scholars. Returning to the Einstein example from earlier, the idea of general relativity was never peer reviewed prior to or as part of publication but has certainly been subjected to review by generations of physicists.

5Cicchetti (1991) provides a useful meta-analysis of reliability of grant reviews. Peters and Ceci (1982), in a classic study, found highly cited papers once resubmitted were frequently rejected by the same journals that originally published them with little recognition of the plagiarism. For a more recent study of consistency across reviews, see this blog post about the 2014 NIPS conference (Price 2014). And, again, see Campanario (1998a, 1998b) for a thorough overview of the relevant literature.
pre-registration reviewing at *Comparative Political Studies, Cortex*, and *The Journal of Experimental Political Science* should prove quite interesting.

*Reproducibility* relates to the transparency of conducted research and the extent to which data sources and analysis are publicly documented, accessible, and reusable (Stodden, Guo, and Ma 2013). Reproducible research translates a well-defined set of inputs (e.g., raw data sources, code, computational environment) into the set of outputs used to make knowledge claims: statistics, graphics, tables, presentations, and articles. It especially avoids consequential errors that result in (un)intended misreporting of results (see, provocatively, Nuijten et al. N.d). Reproducibility invites an audience to examine results for themselves, offering self-imposed public accountability as a route to credibility.

*Replication* involves the repeated collection and analysis of data along a common theme. Among the three R’s, replication is clearly political science’s most wanting characteristic. Replication – due to its oft-claimed lack of novelty – is seen as secondary science, unworthy of publication in the discipline’s top scientific outlets. Yet replication is what ensures that findings are not simply the result of sampling errors, extremely narrow scope conditions, poorly implemented research protocols, or some other limiting factor. Without replication, all we have is Daryl Bem’s claims of precognition (French 2012). Replication builds scientific literatures that offer far more than a collection of ad-hoc, single-study claims. Replication further invites systematic review that in turn documents heterogeneity in effect sizes and the sensitivity of results to samples, settings, treatments, and outcomes (Shadish, Cook, and Campbell 2001).

These three R’s of modern, open science are complementary routes to scientific credibility alongside scientific review. The challenge is that none of them guarantees scientific quality. Registered research might be poorly conceived, reproducible research might be laden with errors, and replicated research might be pointless or fundamentally flawed. Review, however, is uniquely empowered to improve the quality of science because of its capacity for both binding and conversational input from others. Yet privileging peer review over these other forms of credibility enhancement prioritizes an anachronistic, intransparent, and highly contrived social interaction of ambiguous effect over alternatives with face-valid positive value. The three R’s are credibility enhancing because they offer various forms of lasting public accountability. Peer review, by contrast, does not. How then can review be improved in order to more transparently enhance quality and thus lend further credibility to scientific claims? The answer comes in both institutional reforms and changes in reviewer behavior.

**Toward Better Peer Review**

First, several institutional changes are clearly in order:

1. **Greater transparency.** The peer review process produces an enormous amount of metadata, which should all be public (including reviews themselves). Without such information, it is difficult to evaluate the effectiveness of the institution and without transparency, there is little opportunity for accountability in the process. Freire (2015) makes a compelling argument for how this might work in political science. At a minimum, releasing data on author characteristics, reviewer characteristics and decisions, and manuscript topics (and perhaps coding of research contexts, methods, and findings) would enable exploratory research on correlates of publication decisions. Releasing reviews themselves after an embargo period, would hold reviewers (anonymously) accountable for the content and quality of reviews and enable further research into, perhaps subtle, biases in the reviewing process. Accountability for the content of reviews and for peer review decisions should – following the effects of accountability generally (Lerner and Tetlock 1999) – improve decision quality.

2. **Earlier peer review.** Post-analysis peer review is an immensely ineffective method of enhancing scientific quality. Reviewers are essentially fettered, able only to comment on research that has little to no hope of being conducted anew. This invites outcome-focused review and superficial, editorial commentary. Peer review should instead come earlier in the scientific process, ideally prior to analysis and prior to data collection, when it would still be possible to change the theories, hypotheses, data collection, and planned analysis. (And when it might filter out research that is so deficient that resources should not be expended on it.) If peer review is meant to affect scientific quality, then it must occur when it has the capacity to actually affect science rather than manuscripts. Such review would replace post-analysis publication and would need to be binding on journals, so that they cannot refuse to publish “uninteresting” results of otherwise “interesting” studies. Pre-reviewed research should also have higher credibility because it has a plausible claim of objectivity: reporting is not based on novelty or selective reporting of ideologically favorable results. If peer reviewing at *Comparative Political Studies, Cortex*, and *The Journal of Experimental Political Science* should prove quite interesting.

It is important to caution, however, against demanding multi-study papers. Conditioning publication of a given article on having replications introduces a needless file drawer problem with limited benefit to scientific literature. Schimmack (2012), for example, shows that multi-study papers appear more credible than single-study papers even when the latter approach has higher statistical power.

Some opportunities for pre-analysis peer review already exist, including: Time-Sharing Experiments for the Social Sciences, funding agency review processes, and some journal efforts (such as in a recent *Comparative Political Studies* special issue or the new “registration” track of the *Journal of Experimental Political Science*).
review continues to occur after data are collected and analyzed, a lesser form of “outcome-blind” reviewing could at least constrain reviewer-induced publication biases.

3. **Bifurcated peer review.** Journals, owned by for-profit publishers and academic societies, care about rankings. It is uncontroversial that this invites a focus on research outcomes sometimes at the expense of quality. It also means that manuscripts often cycle through numerous review processes before being published, haphazardly placing the manuscript’s fate in the hands of a sequence of three individuals. Removing peer review from the control of journals would streamline this process, subjecting a manuscript to only one peer review process, the conclusion of which would be a competitive search for the journal of best fit. Because review is not connected to any specific outlet, reviews can focus on improving quality without considering whether research is “enough” for a given journal. A counterargument would be that bifurcation means centralization, and with it an even greater dependence on unreliable reviews. To the contrary, a centralized process would be better able to equitably distribute reviewer workloads, increase the number of reviews per manuscript, potentially increase reviewers’ engagement with and commitment to improving a given manuscript, and enable the review process to involve a dialogue between authors and reviewers rather than a one-off, one-way communication. Like a criminal trial, one could also imagine various experimental innovations such as allowing pre-review stages of evidence discovery and reviewer selection. But the overall goal of a bifurcated process would be to publish more research, publish concerns about that research alongside the manuscripts, and allow journals to focus on recommending already reviewed research.

4. **Post-publication peer review.** Publicly commenting on already published manuscripts through venues like F1000Research, The Winnower, or RIO helps to put concerns, questions, uncertainties, and calls for replication and future research into the permanent record of science. Research is constantly “peer reviewed” through the normal process of scientific discussion and occasional replication, but discussions are rarely recorded as expressed concerns about manuscripts, so post-publication peer review ensures that publication is not the final say on a piece of research. While these reforms are attractive ways to improve the peer review process, widespread reform is probably long off. How can reviewers behave today in order to enhance the credibility of scientific research while also (ideally) improving the actual quality of scientific research? Several ideas come to mind:

1. **Avoid introducing publication bias.** As a scientist, the size, direction, and significance of a finding should not affect whether I see that research as well-conducted or meriting wider dissemination. This requires outcome-blind reviewing, even if self-imposed. It also means that novelty is not a useful criterion when evaluating a piece of research.

2. **Focus on the science, not the manuscript.** An author has submitted a piece of research that they feel moderately confident about. It is not the task of reviewers to rewrite the manuscript; that is the work of the authors and editors. Reviewers need to focus on science, not superficial issues in the manuscript. A reviewer does not have to be happy with a manuscript, they simply have to not be dissatisfied with the apparent integrity of the underlying science.

3. **Consider reviewing a conversation.** The purpose is to enhance scientific quality (to the extent possible after research has already been conducted). This means that lack of clarity should be addressed through questions not rejections or demands for alternative theories. Reviews should not be shouted through the keyboard but rather seen as the initiation of a dialogue intended to equally clarify both the manuscript and the reviewer’s understanding of the research. In short, be nice.

4. **Focus on the three other R’s.** Reviewers should ensure that authors have engaged in transparent, reproducible reporting and they should reward authors engaged in registration, reproducibility, and replication. If necessary, they should ask to see the data or

---

8 Or, ideally, the entire abandonment of journals as an antiquated, space-restricted venue for research dissemination.

9 Overall reviewer burden would be constant or even decrease because the same manuscript would not be required to be passed to a completely new set of reviewers at each journal. Given that current reviewing process involve a small number of reviewers per manuscript, the results of review processes tend to have low reliability (Bornmann, Mutz, and Daniel 2010); increasing the number of reviewers would tend to counteract that.

10 Novel, unexpected, or large results may be exciting and publishing them may enhance the impact factor or standing of a journal. But if peer review is to focus on the core task of enhancing scientific quality, then those concerns are irrelevant. If peer reviewer were instead designed to identify the most exciting, most “publishable” research, then authors should be monetarily incentivized to produce such work and peer reviewers should be paid for their time in identifying such studies. The public credibility of claims published in such a journal would obviously be diminished, however, highlighting the need for peer review as an exercise in quality alone as a route to credibility. One might argue that offering such judgments are helpful because editors work with a finite number of printable pages. Such arguments are increasingly dated, as journals like PLoS demonstrate that there is no upper bound to scientific output once the constraints of print publication are removed.
features thereof to address concerns, even those materials cannot be made a public element of the research. They should never demand analytic fishing expeditions, quests for significance and novelty, or post-hoc explanations for features of data.

These are simple principles, but it is surprising how rarely they are followed. To maximize its value, review must be much more focused on scientific quality than novelty-seeking and editorial superficiality. The value of peer review is that it can actually improve the quality of science, which in turn makes those claims more publicly credible. But it can also damage scientific quality. This means that the activity of peer review within current institutional structures should take a different tone and focus, but the institution itself should also be substantially reformed. Further, political science should be in the vanguard of adopting practices of registration, reproducibility, and replication to broadly enhance the credibility of our collective scientific contributions. Better peer review will ensure those scientific claims not only appear credible but actually are credible.
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What is Peer Review For? Why Referees are not the Disciplinary Police
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The peculiar thing about peer review is that it is central to our professional lives as political scientists, yet we tend to talk about refereeing only in the most general and anonymous terms. I have never shown an anonymous referee report on my own submitted manuscripts to anyone, ever. The only other times I have seen other referee reports is when a journal gives me access to other reports for a manuscript that I have refereed. There is very little scope for dialogue on the value of particular referee reports; indeed, as an institution, peer review precludes dialogue between authors and referees unless, of course, the manuscript has already made it past the first stage! That means there is almost certainly a great diversity of viewpoints within the profession about what makes a good referee report, or about what exactly a referee report is supposed to do. Miller et al. (2013), discuss the components of a good referee report, but leave unstated the function of the review itself, aside from to note that it is important for the scholarly process.

In my own view, a referee report has three functions. It is first a recommendation to an editor. This is the literal function of peer review, to communicate to the journal about whether or not the manuscript should be published, and under what conditions. The second function of a referee report is to provide comments to the author. The act of evaluating a manuscript entails explaining what its strengths and weaknesses are, and those evaluations are not just for the editors, they are comments for the author as well. Some referees also provide more than just comments on what is working and what is not, making suggestions about how the manuscript might be improved.

The third function of a referee report is an indirect one: shaping the discipline. Because editors use manuscript evaluations to decide whether or not to publish submissions, it follows that referee reports affect what gets published. Because publication is appropriately so central to the discipline, and because top journal slots are scarce, referee reports inevitably determine the direction of political science research.

These three functions of peer review differ from one another, and it follows that every referee report is necessarily doing many things at the same time. I suspect that the institution of peer review is probably not ideally suited for doing any of them. For example, the anonymity of peer review enables a kind of forthrightness that might not otherwise be possible with a personal interaction, but the impossibility of dialogue (unless the manuscript already has a good chance of being published) makes little sense if the goal is to provide meaningful feedback to authors. Peer review does effectively shape the discipline, but it may do so in inefficient and even counterproductive ways by discouraging novel, critical, or outside-the-box thinking.

Among political scientists, there are surely very different ideas about which of these three peer review functions are the important ones, and it is here where the anonymity of peer review as an institution makes it difficult to establish common expectations about what makes a referee report good or bad, or useful or not. My own tastes may be peculiar, but I attempt to focus exclusively on recommendations to the editor and comments to the author in my own referee reports. That is, I strive to be indifferent to concerns of the type if this manuscript is published, then people will work on this topic or adopt this methodology, even if I think it is...
boring or misleading? Instead, I try to focus on questions like is this manuscript accomplishing what it sets out to accomplish? and are there ways to my comments can make it better? My goal is to judge the manuscript on its own terms.

Why? Because as scientists, we must be radically skeptical that there is a single model for the discipline, or that we can identify ex ante what makes a contribution valuable. That is a case for the author to make. If we accept this, then true purpose of the referee report is simply to evaluate whether or not that case has been made.

Readers will note that focusing on feedback to the author and recommendations to the editor discourages certain kinds of commentary when evaluating a manuscript. The comment that this journal should not publish this kind of work, for example, is not relevant to my evaluation. I consider this to be a judgment for the editors, and I assume (perhaps naively) that any manuscript that I have been asked to referee has not been ruled out on grounds of its theoretical or methodological approach. I do not know how to evaluate this kind of research is also not a useful comment for either the editor or the author.

Most importantly, the comment that studies of this type inherently suffer from a fatal flaw only makes sense as a way to provide feedback about how a manuscript might be improved, not as a summary judgment against the manuscript. Imagine, for example, a referee who is implacably opposed to all survey experiments. My views about the function of peer review would hold that his or her referee report should provide concrete feedback about how the manuscript could be improved, with specific attention to whatever proposed flaw stems from the use of survey experiments. This view, in other words, does not insist that referees accept methodologies or frameworks that they find to be problematic. It does demand that referees be able to articulate directions for improvement; in this example, ways to complement the inferences that can be drawn from survey experiments with other forms of data, or suggestions about how the author might acknowledge limitations.

My views about what referee reports are for have evolved over time. Many younger scholars probably believe, as I once did, that the function of the referee is to act the part of the disciplinary police officer, to “protect” the community from “bad” research. What I now believe is that it is much harder to identity objectively “bad” research than we think, and the best way to orient my referee reports is around the question identified above: does this manuscript accomplish what the author sets out to do? These changing tastes on my part are probably a result of my experiences as an author, because I hate reading referee reports that conclude that my manuscripts should be about something else. And so I try to referee manuscripts with this concern in mind, and am especially mindful of this for manuscripts that do not match my own tastes.

There are two additional benefit of approaching peer review this way. First, it encourages the referee to try to articulate what the goal of the manuscript is. This should be obvious from the submission itself, and if it is not, then that is one big strike against the manuscript. (One useful exercise when writing a referee report is simply to summarize the manuscript.) Second, it should work against the incentives for disciplinary narrowness that are inherent to peer review. Some manuscripts are narrow and precise. Some manuscripts strive to be provocative. Some manuscripts seek to integrate disparate theories or literatures. Working from the assumption that each of these types of submissions can be valuable, judging a manuscript with an eye towards the author’s aims should encourage more creative research without punishing research in the normal science vein.

These points notwithstanding, it is surely true that referee tastes affect their evaluations, and to pretend otherwise is counterproductive. I suspect that editors have massive influence over the fate of individual manuscripts in choosing referees, and also in weighing different referees’ evaluations when their evaluations diverge.

Editorial judgments are probably most important when considering cross-disciplinary work, for the functions of peer review almost certainly vary across disciplines. I have refereed manuscripts from anthropology, religious studies, and Asian studies, among others. Before agreeing to referee these manuscripts, I always make clear to editors that they are going to get a referee report that follows my understanding of the conventions of political science. My logic is “if you go to a barber, you’ll get a haircut,” so I want to make sure that editors know that I am a barber, and so they should not expect a sandwich.

These presumed differences aside, no editor has ever thought that my training as a political scientist disqualifies me; conditional on inviting me to referee a manuscript, editors uniformly pledge accept my disciplinary biases. Even so, referees have a particular responsibility to authors of manuscripts outside of their disciplinary traditions, not because our evaluations are necessarily negative (I have indeed recommended in favor of publication in some cases), but because they probably draw on an entirely different understanding of what makes research valuable, and how authors can demonstrate that their work has accomplished the goals that they set out for themselves. Without such a shared understanding, it is hard to see how we are “peers” in any meaningful sense.

This point brings us back to my initial observation, that as a discipline we talk about referee reports only in the most general and anonymous terms, without consensus about what peer review is for. It helps, when receiving a painful negative review, to recognize that referees may have very different assumptions about what their reports are supposed to do. A more constructive focus on editorial recommendations and author comments will never soothe the sting of a
rejection (or a “decline”; see Isaac 2015), but it could ensure that the dialogue remains focused on what the manuscript hopes to accomplish. And that – not policing the discipline – is what peer review is for.
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As academics, the peer review process can be one of the most rewarding and frustrating experiences in our careers. Detailed and careful reviews of our work can significantly improve the quality of our published research and identify new avenues for future research. Negative reviews of our work, while also helpful in terms of identifying weaknesses in our research, can be devastating to our egos and our mental health. My perspectives on peer review have been shaped by twenty years of experience submitting my work to journals and book publishers and by serving as an Associate Editor for two journals, Foreign Policy Analysis and Research & Politics. In this piece, I will 1) discuss the qualities of good reviews, 2) provide advice for how to improve the chances for publication in the peer review process, and 3) discuss some systemic issues that our discipline faces for ensuring high quality peer review.

Let me begin by arguing that we need to train scholars to write quality peer reviews. When I teach upper level graduate seminars, I have students submit a draft of their research paper about one month before the class ends. I then assign two other students as peer reviewers for the papers anonymously and then serve as the third reviewer myself for each paper. I send students examples of reviews I have written for journals and provide general guidelines about what improves the qualities of peer reviews. After distributing the three peer reviews to my students, they have two weeks to revise their papers and write a memo describing their revisions. Their final research paper grade is based on the quality of their work at each of these stages, including their efforts to review classmates’ research projects.

Writing High Quality Peer Reviews

What qualities do good peer reviews share? My first observation is that tone is essential to helping an author improve their research. If you make statements such as “this was clearly written by a graduate student” or “this paper is not important enough to be published in journal X” or “this person knows nothing about the literature on this topic”, you are not being helpful. These kinds of blanket negative statements can only serve to discourage junior (and senior!) scholars from submitting work to peer reviewed outlets.

Thus one should always consider what contributions a paper is making to the discipline and then proceed with ideas for making the final product better.

In addition to crafting reviews with a positive tone, I also recommend that reviewers focus on criticisms internal to the project rather than moving to a purely external critique. For example, suppose an author was writing a paper on the systemic democratic peace. An internal critique might point to other systemic research in international relations that would help improve the authors’ theory or identify alternative ways to measure systemic democracy. An external critique, however, might argue that systemic research is not useful for understanding the democratic peace and that the author should abandon this perspective in favor of dyadic analyses. If you find yourself writing reviews where you are telling authors to dramatically change their research questions or theoretical perspective, you are not helping them produce publishable research. As an editor, it is much more helpful to have reviews that accept the authors’ research goals and then provide suggestions for improvement. Along these lines, it is very common for reviewers to say things like “this person does not know the literature on the democratic peace” and then fail to provide a single citation for research

\[1\] While I am fairly generous in my grading of students’ peer reviews given their lack of experience, I find that I am able to discriminate in the grading process. Some students more effectively demonstrate that they read the paper carefully, offering very concrete and useful suggestions for improvement. Students with lower grades tend to be those who are reluctant to criticize their peers. Even though I make the review process double blind, PhD students in my department tend to reveal themselves as reviewers of each other’s work in the middle of the semester.

\[2\] In a nice piece that provides advice on how to be a peer reviewer, Miller et al. (2013, 122) make a similar point: “There may be a place in life for snide comments; a review of a manuscript is definitely not it.”

\[3\] As Miller et al. (2013, 122) note: “Broad generalizations – for instance, claiming an experimental research design ‘has no external validity’ or merely stating ‘the literature review is incomplete’ – are unhelpful.”
that is missing in the bibliography. If you think an author is not engaging with an important literature for their topic, help the scholar by citing some of that work in your review. If you do not have time to add full citations, even providing authors’ last names and the years of publication can be helpful.

Another common strategy that reviewers take is to ask for additional analyses or robustness checks, something I find very useful as a reader of scholarly work. However, reviewers should identify new analyses or data that are essential for checking the robustness of the particular relationship being tested, rather than worrying about all other control variables out there in the literature or all alternative statistical estimation techniques for a particular problem. A person reviewing a paper on the systemic democratic peace could reasonably ask for alternative democracy measures or control variables for other major systemic dynamics (e.g., World Wars, hegemonic power). Asking the scholar to develop a new measure for democracy or to test her model against all other major international relations systemic theories is less reasonable. I understand the importance for checking the robustness of empirical relationships, but I also think we can press this too far when we expect an author to conduct dozens of additional models to demonstrate their findings. In fact, authors are anticipating that reviewers will ask for such things and they are preemptively responding by including appendices with additional models. In conversations with my junior colleagues (who love appendices!), I have noted that they are doing a lot of extra work on the front end and getting potentially fewer publications from these materials when they relegate so much of their work to appendices. Had Bruce Russett and John Oneal adopted this strategy, they would have published one paper on the Kantian tripod for peace, rather than multiple papers that focused on different legs of the tripod. I also feel that really long appendices are placing additional burdens on reviewers who are already paying costs to read a 30+ page paper.

Converting R&Rs to Publications

Once an author receives an invitation from a journal to revise and resubmit (R&R) a research paper, what strategies can they take to improve their chances for successfully converting the R&R to a publication? My first recommendation is to go through each review and the editors’ decision letter and identify each point being raised. I typically move each point into a document that will become the memo describing my revisions and then proceed to work on the revisions. My memos have a general section at the beginning that provides an overview of the major revisions I have undertaken and then this is followed by separate sections for the editors’ letter and each of the reviews. Each point that is addressed by the editors or reviewers is presented and then I follow that with information about how I revised the paper in light of that comment and the page number where the revised text or results can be found. It is a good idea to identify criticisms that are raised by multiple reviewers because these issues will be very imperative to address in your revisions. You should also read the editors’ letter carefully because they often provide ideas about which criticisms are most important to address from their perspective. Additional robustness checks that you have conducted can be included in an appendix that will be submitted with the memo and your revised paper.

As an associate editor, I have observed authors failing at this stage of the peer review process. One mistake I often see is for authors to become defensive against the reviewers’ advice. This leads them to argue against each point in their memo rather than to learn constructively from the reviews about how to improve the research. Another mistake is for authors to ignore advice that the editors explicitly provide. The editors are making the final decision on your manuscript so you cannot afford to alienate them. You should be aware of the journal’s approach to handling manuscripts with R&R decisions. Some journals send the manuscript to the original reviewers plus a new reviewer, while other journals either send it back only to the original reviewers or make an in-house editorial decision. These procedures can dramatically influence your chances for success at the R&R stage. If the paper is sent to a new reviewer, you should expect another R&R decision to be very likely.

Getting a revise and resubmit decision is exciting for an author but also a daunting process when one sees how many revisions might be expected. You have to determine how to strike a balance between defending your ideas and revising your work in response to the criticisms you have received in the peer review process. My observation is that authors who are open to criticism and can learn from reviewers’ suggestions are more successful in converting R&Rs to publications.

---

4Djupe’s (2015, 346-7) survey of APSA members shows that 90% of tenured or tenure-track faculty reviewed for a journal in the past calendar year, with the average number of reviews varying by rank (assistant professors-5.5, associate professors-7, and full professors-8.3). In an analysis of review requests for the American Political Science Review, Breuning et al. (2015) find that while 63.6% of review requests are accepted, scholars declining the journal’s review requests often note that they are too busy with other reviews. There is reasonable evidence that many political scientists feel overburdened by reviews, although the extent to which extra appendices influence those attitudes is unclear from these studies.

5I have experienced this process myself at journals like Journal of Peace Research which send a paper to a new reviewer after the first R&R is resubmitted. I have only experienced three or more rounds of revisions on a journal article at journals that adopt this policy. My own personal preference as an editor is to make the decision in-house. I have a high standard for giving out RkRs and thus feel qualified to make the final decision myself. One could argue, however, that by soliciting advice from new reviewers, the final published products might be better.
Peer Review Issues in our Discipline

Peer review is an essential part of our discipline for ensuring that political science publications are of the highest quality possible. In fact, I would argue that journal publishing, especially in the top journals in our field, is one of the few processes where a scholars’ previous publication record or pedigree are not terribly important. My chances of getting accepted at APSR or AJPS have not changed over the course of my career. However, once I published a book with Cambridge University Press, I had many acquisitions editors asking me about ideas for future book publications. There are clearly many books in our discipline that have important influences on the way we think about political science research questions, but I would contend that journal publications are the ultimate currency for high caliber research given the high degree of difficulty for publishing in the best journals in our discipline.

Having said that, I recognize that there are biases in the journal peer review process. One thing that surprised me in my career was how the baseline probability for publishing varied dramatically across different research areas. I worked in some areas where R&R or conditional acceptance was the norm and in other research areas where almost every piece was rejected. For example, topics that have been very difficult for me to publish journal articles on include international law, international norms, human rights, and maritime conflicts. One of my early articles on the systemic democratic piece (Mitchell, Gates, and Hegre 1999) was published in a good IR journal despite all three reviewers being negative; the editor at the time (an advocate of the democratic peace himself) took a chance on the paper. Papers I have written on maritime conflicts have been rejected at six or more journals before getting a single R&R decision. My work that crosses over into international law also tends to be rejected multiple times because satisfying both political science and international law reviewers can be difficult. Other topics I have written on have experienced more smooth sailing through journal review processes. Work on territorial and cross-border river conflicts has been more readily accepted, which is interesting given that maritime issues are also geopolitical in nature. Diversionary conflict and alliance scholars are quite supportive of each other’s work in the review process. Other areas of my research agenda fall in between these extremes. My empirical work on militarized conflict (e.g. the issue approach) or peaceful conflict management (e.g. mediation) can draw either supportive or really tough reviewers, a function I believe of the large number of potential reviewers in these fields. I have seen similar patterns in advising PhD students. Some students who were working in emerging topics like civil wars or terrorism found their work well-received as junior scholars, while others working on topics like foreign direct investment and foreign aid experienced more difficulties in converting their dissertation research into published journal articles.

Smaller and more insulated research communities can be helpful for junior scholars if the junior members are accepted into the group, as the chances for publication can be higher. On the other hand, some research areas have a much lower baseline publication rate. Anything that is interdisciplinary in my experience lowers the probability of success, which is troubling from a diversity perspective given the tendency for women and minority scholars to be drawn to interdisciplinary research. As noted above, I have also observed that certain types of work (e.g. empirical conflict work or research on gender) face more obstacles in the review process because there are a larger number of potential reviewers, which also increases the risks that at least one person will dislike your research. In more insulated communities, the number of potential reviewers is small and they are more likely to agree on what constitutes good research. Junior scholars may not know the baseline probability of success in their research area, thus it is important to talk with senior scholars about their experiences publishing on specific topics. I typically recommend a portfolio strategy with journal publishing, where junior scholars seek to diversify their substantive portfolio, especially if the research community for their dissertation project is not receptive to publishing their research.

I also think that journal editors have a collective responsibility to collect data across research areas and determine if publication rates vary dramatically. We often report on general subfield areas in annual journal reports, but we do not typically break down the data into more fine-grained research communities. The move to having scholars click on specific research areas for reviewing may facilitate the collection of this information. If reviewers’ recommendations for R&R or acceptance vary across research topics, then having this information would assist new journal editors in making editorial decisions. Once we collect this kind of data, we could also see how these intra-community reviewing patterns influence the long term impact of research fields. Are broader communities with lower probabilities of publication success more effective in the long run in terms of garnering citations to the research? We need additional data collection to assess my hypothesis that baseline publication rates vary across substantive areas of our discipline.

We also need to remain vigilant in ensuring representation of women and minority scholars in political science...
journals. While women constitute about 30% of faculty in our discipline (Mitchell and Hesli 2013), the publication rate by women in top political science journals is closer to 20% of all published authors (Bruening and Sanders 2007). Much of this dynamic is driven by a selection effect process whereby women spend less time on research relative to their male peers and submit fewer papers to top journals (Allen 1998; Link, Swann, and Bozeman 2008; Hesli and Lee 2011). Journal editors need to be more proactive in soliciting submissions by female and minority scholars in our field. Editors may also need to be more independent from reviewers’ recommendations, especially in low success areas that comprise a large percentage of minority scholars. It is disturbing to me that the most difficult areas for me to publish in my career have been those that have the highest representation of women (even though it is still small!). We cannot know whether my experience generalizes more broadly without collection of data on topics for conference presentations, submissions of those projects to journals, and the average “toughness” of reviewers in such fields. I believe in the peer review process and I will continue to provide public goods to protect it. I also believe that we need to determine if the process is generating biases that influence the chances for certain types of scholars or certain types of research to dominate our best journals.
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No research manuscript is perfect, and indeed peer reviews can often read like a laundry list of flaws. Some of the flaws are minor and can be easily eliminated by an additional analysis or a descriptive sentence. Other flaws often stand – at least in the mind of the reviewer – as a fatal blow to the manuscript.

Identifying a manuscript’s flaws is part of a reviewer’s job. And reviewers can potentially critique every kind of research design. For instance, they can make sweeping claims that survey responses are contaminated by social desirability motivations, formal models rest on empirically-untested assumptions, “big data” analyses are not theoretically-grounded, observational analyses suffer from omitted variable bias, and so on.

Yet, while the potential for flaws is ever-present, the key for reviewers is to go beyond this potential and instead ascertain whether such flaws actually limit the contribution of the manuscript at hand. And, at the same time, authors need to communicate why we can learn something useful and interesting from their manuscript despite the research design’s potential for flaws.

In this essay we focus on one potential flaw that is often mentioned in reviews of behavioral research, especially research that uses experiments: critiques about external validity based on characteristics of the sample.
In many ways it is self-evident to suggest that the sample (and, by extension, the population that one is sampling from) is a pivotal aspect of behavioral research. Thus it is not surprising that reviewers often raise questions not only about the theory, research design, and method of data analysis, but also the sample itself. Yet critiques of the sample are often stated in terms of potential flaws—that is, they are based on the possibility that a certain sample could affect the conclusions drawn from an experiment rather than stating how the author’s particular sample affects the inferences that we can draw from his or her particular study.

Here we identify a concern with certain types of sample-focused critiques and offer recommendations for a more constructive path forward. Our goals are complimentary and twofold: first, to clarify authors’ responsibilities when justifying the use of a particular sample in their work and, second, to offer constructive suggestions for how reviewers should evaluate these samples. Again, while our arguments could apply to all manuscripts containing behavioral research, we pay particular attention to work that uses experiments.

**What’s the Concern?**

Researchers rely on convenience samples for experimental research because it is often the most feasible way to recruit participants (both logistically and financially). Yet, when faced with convenience samples in manuscripts, reviewers may bristle. At the heart of such critiques is often the concern that the sample is too “narrow” (Sears 1986). To argue that a sample is narrow means that the recruited participants are homogenous in a way that differs from other populations to which authors might wish to generalize their results (and in a way that affects how participants respond to the treatments in the study). Although undergraduate students were arguably the first sample to be classified as a “narrow database” (Sears 1986), more recently this label has been applied to other samples, such as university employees, residents of a single town, travelers at a particular airport, and so on.

Concerns regarding the narrowness of a sample typically stem from questions of external validity (Druckman and Kam 2011). External validity refers to whether a “causal relationship holds over variations in persons, settings, treatments and outcomes” (Shadish, Cook and Campbell 2002, 83). If, for example, a scholar observes a result in one study, it is reasonable to wonder whether the same result could be observed in a study that altered the participants or slightly adjusted the experimental context. While the sample is just one of many aspects that reviewers might use when judging the generalizability of an experiment’s results—others might include variations in the setting of the experiment, its timing, and/or the way in which theoretical entities are operationalized—sample considerations have often proved focal.

At times during the review process, the type of sample has become a “heuristic” for evaluating the external validity of a given experiment. Relatively “easy” critiques of the sample—those that dismiss the research simply because they involve a particular convenience sample—have evolved over time. A decade ago such critiques were used to dismiss experiments altogether, as McDermott (2002, 334) notes: “External validity...tends to preoccupy critics of experiments. This near obsession...tends to be used to dismiss experiments.” More recently, Druckman and Kam (2011) noted such concerns were especially likely to be directed toward experiments with student samples: “For political scientists who put particular emphasis on generalizability, the use of student participants often constitutes a critical, and according to some reviewers, fatal problem for experimental studies.” Even more recently, reviewers lodge this critique against other convenience samples such as those from Amazon’s Mechanical Turk.

Note that, although they are writing almost a decade apart, both McDermott and Druckman and Kam are observing the same underlying phenomenon: reviewers dismissing experimental research simply because it involves a particular sample. The review might argue that the participants (for example, undergraduate students, Mechanical Turk workers, or any other convenience sample) are generally problematic, rather than arguing that they pose a problem for the specific study in the manuscript.

Such general critiques that identify a broad potential problem with using a certain sample can, in some ways, be more even damning than other types of concerns that reviewers might raise. An author could address questions of analytic methods by offering robustness checks. In a well-designed experiment, the author could reason through questions of alternative explanations using manipulation checks and alternative measures. When a review suggests that the core of the problem is that a sample is generally “bad”, however, the reviewer is (indirectly) stating that readers cannot glean much about the research question from the authors’ study and that the reviewer him/herself is unlikely to be convinced by any additional arguments the author could make (save a new experiment on a different sample).

None of the above is to suggest that critiques of samples should not be made during the review process. Rather, we believe that they should adhere to a similar structure as concerns that reviewers might raise about other parts of a manuscript. Just as reviewers evaluate experimental treatments and measures within the context of the authors’ hypotheses and specific experimental design, evaluations of the sample also benefit from being experiment-specific. Rather than asking “is this a ‘good’ or ‘bad’ sample?”, we suggest that reviewers ask a more specific question: “is this a ‘good’ or ‘bad’ sample given the author’s research goals, hypotheses, measures, and experimental treatments?”
A Constructive Way Forward

When reviewing a manuscript that relies on a convenience sample, reviewers sometimes dismiss the results based on the potential narrowness of a sample. Such a dismissal, we argue, is a narrow critique. The narrowness of a sample certainly can threaten the generalizability of the results, but it does not do so unconditionally. Indeed, as Druckman and Kam (2011) note, the narrowness of a sample is limiting if the sample lacks variance on characteristics that affect the way a participant responds to the particular treatments in a given study.

Consider, for example, a study that examines the attitudinal impact of alternative ways of framing health care policies. Suppose the sample is drawn from the undergraduate population at a local university, but the researcher argues (either implicitly or explicitly) that the results can help us understand how the broader electorate might respond to these alternative framings.

In this case, one potential source of narrowness might stem from personal experience. We might (reasonably) assume that undergraduate students are highly likely to have experience interacting with a doctor or a nurse (just like non-undergraduate adults). Yet, they are perhaps far less likely to have experience interacting with health insurance administrators (unlike non-undergraduate adults). When might this difference threaten the generalizability of the claims that the author wishes to make?

The answer depends upon the specifics of the study. If we believe that personal experience with health care providers and insurance administrators does not affect how people respond to the treatments, then we would not have reason to believe that the narrowness of the undergraduate sample would threaten the authors’ ability to generalize the results. If instead we only believe that experience with a doctor or nurse may affect how people respond to the treatments (e.g., perhaps how they comprehend the treatments, the kinds of considerations that come to mind, and so on) then again we would not have reason to believe that the narrowness of the undergraduate sample would threaten the authors’ ability to generalize the results. If instead we only believe that experience with insurance administrators affects how people respond to the treatments, then that would be a situation in which the narrowness might limit the generalizability of the results.

What does this mean for reviewers? The general point is that, even if we have reason to believe that the results would differ if a sample were drawn from a different population, this fact does not render the study or its results entirely invalid. Instead, it changes the conclusions we can draw. Returning to the example above, a study in which experience with health insurance administrators affects responses still offers some political implications about health policy messages. But (for example) its scope may be limited to those with very little experience interacting with insurance administrators.

It’s worth noting that in some cases narrowness might be based on more abstract, psychological factors that apply across several experimental contexts. For instance, perhaps reviewers are concerned that undergraduates are narrow because they are both homogeneous and different in their reasoning capacity from several other populations to which authors often wish to generalize. In that case, the most constructive review would explain why these reasoning capacities would affect the manuscript’s conclusions and contribution.

More broadly, reviewers may also consider the researcher’s particular goals. Given that some relationships are otherwise difficult to capture, experimental approaches often offer the best means for identifying a “proof of concept” — that is, whether under theorized conditions a “particular behavior emerges” (McKenzie 2011). These types of “proof of concept” studies may initially be performed only in the laboratory and often with limited samples. Then, once scholars observe some evidence that a relationship exists, more generalizable studies may be carried out. Under these conditions, a reviewer may want to weigh the possibility of publishing a “flawed” study against the possibility of publishing no evidence of a particularly elusive concept.

What does this mean for authors? The main point is that it is the author’s responsibility to clarify why the sample is appropriate for the research question and the degree to which the results may generalize or perhaps be more limited. It is also the author’s responsibility to explicitly note why the result is important even despite the limitations of the sample.

What About Amazon’s Mechanical Turk?

Thus far we have (mostly) avoided mentioning Amazon’s Mechanical Turk (MTurk). We have done so deliberately, as MTurk is an unusual case. On the one hand, MTurk provides a platform for a wide variety of people to participate in tasks such as experimental studies for money. One result is that MTurk typically provides samples that are much more heterogeneous than other convenience samples and are thus less likely to be “narrow” on important theoretical factors (Huff and Tingley 2015). These participants often behave much like people recruited in more traditional ways (Berinsky, Huber and Lenz 2012). On the other hand, MTurk participants are individuals who were somehow motivated to join the platform in the first place and over time (due to the potentially unlimited number of studies they can take) have become professional survey takers (Krupnikov and Levine 2014; Paolacci and Chandler 2014). This latter characteristic in particular suggests that MTurk can produce an unusual set of challenges for both authors and reviewers during the manuscript review process.
Much as we argued that a narrow sample is not in and of itself a reason to advocate for a manuscript’s rejection (though the interaction between the narrowness of the sample and the author’s goals, treatments and conclusions may provide such a reason), so too when it comes to MTurk we believe that this recruitment approach does not provide prima facie evidence to advocate rejection.

When using MTurk samples, it is the author’s responsibility to acknowledge and address any potential narrowness of the sample that might stem from the sample. It is also the author’s responsibility to design a study that accounts for the fact that MTurkers are professionalized participants (Krupnikov and Levine 2014) and to explain why a particular study is not limited by the characteristics that make MTurk unusual. At the same time, we believe that reviewers should avoid using MTurk as an unconditional heuristic for rejection and instead should always consider the relationship between treatment and sample in the study at hand.

Conclusions

We are not the first to note that reviewers can voice concerns about experiments and/or the samples used in experiments. These types of sample critiques may often seem unconditional, as in: there is no amount of information that the author could offer that could lead the reviewer to reconsider his or her position on the sample. Put another way, the sample type is used as a heuristic, with little consideration of the specific experimental context in the manuscript.

We are not arguing that reviewers should never critique samples. Rather, our argument is that the fact that researchers chose to recruit a convenience sample from the population of undergraduates at a local university, the population of MTurk workers, and so on is not a justifiable reason on its own for recommending rejection of a paper. Rather, the validity of the sample depends upon the author’s goals, the experimental design, and the interpretation of the results. The use of undergraduate students may have few limitations for one experiment but may prove largely crippling for another one. And, echoing Druckman and Kam (2011), even a nationally-representative sample is no guarantee of external validity.

The reviewer’s task, then, is to examine how the sample interacts with all the other components of the manuscript. The author’s responsibility, in turn, is to clarify such matters. And, in both cases, both the reviewer and the author should acknowledge that the only way to truly answer questions about generalizability is to continue examining the question in different settings as part of an ongoing research agenda (McKenzie 2011).

Lastly, while we have focused on a common critique of experimental research, this is just one example of a broader phenomenon. All research designs are imperfect in one way or another, and thus the potential for flaws is always present. Constructive reviews should evaluate such flaws in the context of the manuscript at hand, and then decide if the manuscript credibly contributes to our knowledge base. And, similarly, authors are responsible for communicating the value of their manuscript despite any potential flaws stemming from their research design.
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On behalf of the editorial team at The Political Methodologist, I am proud to announce the 2015 winner of the Annual Most Viewed Post Award: Nicholas Eubank of Stanford University! Nick won with his very informative post “A Decade of Replications: Lessons from the Quarterly Journal of Political Science (Eubank 2014).” This award entitles the recipient to a line on his or her curriculum vitae and one (1) high-five from the incumbent TPM editor (to be collected at the next annual meeting of the Society for Political Methodology).

The award is determined by examining the total accumulated page views for any piece published between December 1, 2014 and December 31, 2015; pieces published in December are examined twice to give them a fair chance to garner page views. The page views for December 2014 and calendar year 2015 are shown below; orange hash marks next to the post indicate that it was published during the time period (and thus eligible to receive the award).

Nick’s contribution was viewed 2,758 times during the eligible time period, making him the clear winner for this year’s award. Congratulations, Nick!

Our runner-up is Brendan Nyhan and his post “A Checklist Manifesto for Peer Review” which was viewed 1,421 times during the eligibility period. However, because Brendan’s piece was published in December 2015, he’ll be eligible for consideration for next year’s award as well!

In related news, Thomas Leeper’s post “Making High-Resolution Graphics for Academic Publishing” continues to dominate our viewership statistics; this post also won the 2014 TPM Most-Viewed Post Award. Although we don’t have a formal award for him, I’m happy to recognize that Thomas’s post has had a lasting impact among the readership and pleased to congratulate him for that achievement.

I am also happy to report that The Political Methodologist continues to expand its readership. Our 2015 statistics are here:

This represents a considerable improvement over last year’s numbers, which gave us 43,924 views and 29,562 visitors. I’m especially happy to report the substantial increase.

1A low-five may be substituted upon request.
in unique visitors to our site: over 8,000 new unique viewers in 2015 compared to 2014! Our success is entirely attributable to the excellent quality of the contributions published in *TPM*. So, thank you contributors!
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